Future State Bioquell Process Map

**Bioquell Room**
- Pull masks off racks and place in blue bins
- Take blue bins over to Conference Rm 3 and stage
- All masks moved to conference room 3?
  - Yes
  - Have all units been visited for pick-up?
    - Yes
    - Have all units been visited for pick-up?
      - Yes
      - Return rubber maids to assembly room for red bin staging
      - Begin clean mask assembly process (see job aids)
      - Set up room for next day using checklist
    - No
      - Begin clean mask assembly process (see job aids)
- No
  - Take blue bins over to Conference Rm 3 and stage
  - All masks moved to conference room 3?
    - Yes
    - When are these returned to unit?
      - Yes
      - Transport blue bins of clean masks to units by floor
      - No
      - Start clean mask assembly process (see job aids)
- On Units
  - Pick up used masks on remaining units
  - Transport red bins with masks to be cleaned to Bioquell Room
  - Unload red bins & hang masks, bag those w/o names/unit
  - Yes
    - All masks moved to conference room 3?
      - Yes
      - Stage blue bins by floor (units in same building together)
      - No
        - Return rubber maids to assembly room for red bin staging
        - Beginning clean mask assembly process (see job aids)
- Assembly Room
  - Take rubber maids w/ red bins to units to pick up used masks per assignment sheet
  - Pick up red bins of masks on units and replace with new red bin
  - Transport red bins with masks to be cleaned to Bioquell Room
  - Yes
    - All masks moved to conference room 3?
      - Yes
      - Stage blue bins by floor (units in same building together)
      - No
        - Return rubber maids to assembly room for red bin staging
        - Beginning clean mask assembly process (see job aids)

**Station 1 in Assembly Room**
- Integrity check per guidelines
- Write name/unit on paper bag, pass to station 2

**Station 2 in Assembly Room**
- Place mask in nacho boat
- Place nacho boat w/mask in bag
- Complete log and place bag w/mask in blue bin